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I. INTRODUCTION
Today the explosive growth of consumer electronics and home entertainment has drastically changed the requirements placed on the end-silicon providers. Consumers expect their devices to play media from different sources and coded using different standards. General-purpose processors do provide a flexible approach for multiple standards. However, it must operate at very high clock speeds to achieve the required computational bandwidth. Such multi-GHz processors draw substantial amounts of power and are inappropriate for consumer electronics applications. Therefore, the hardware accelerators are a must especially for high definition video application. In this paper, we focus on three video standards: MPEG-2 [1] , H.264 [2] , and Chinese AVS [3] . As similar hybrid block-based coding mainframe is employed by these three standards, it is reasonable to develop a multi-mode decoder to support them. Our design target is to support MPEG-2 MP@HL, H.264 MP@L40, and AVS Jizhun@L60.
In the three video standards, block-based motion compensation is the key technique which is used to exploit the temporal redundancy. The traditional MC in MPEG-2 has been improved in the latest H.264 and AVS standards in order to achieve higher coding efficiency. These new features contain variable block sizes, new motion vector (MV) prediction, multiple reference pictures, bi-directional prediction modes, unrestricted MV, and quarter precision interpolation. All new features require higher calculation capacity and more memory bandwidth which directly affect the cost effectiveness of a commercial video decoder solution for multiple standards. The amount of memory access for MC is about 45% and the time consumed by pixel interpolation processing is about 25% in the H.264 decoder [4] . The similar result can be obtained for AVS standard. So MC becomes one of the most data intensive parts of video decoder and a bottleneck in implementation.
There are various architectures of MC decoding proposed in literatures [5] [6] [7] [8] . Reference [5] focused on the interpolation hardware design of both AVS and H.264, but it did not cover other components of the whole MC subsystem. Reference [6] proposed a whole design for MC sub-system in H.264 and it could not support the latest AVS standard. Reference [7] provided three strategies to save the memory bandwidth and adopted 2D filters to increase the system throughput, but the potential optimizing spaces can still be found. Reference [8] utilizes the cache scheme to reduce further the memory bandwidth, but the cache hit-rate will drop quickly when multiple reference picture prediction is required.
In this paper, we propose a novel VLSI architecture for MC subsystem to solve the above issues and achieve the better subsystem performance. A pipelined architecture is composed of MV Predictor, Cache-based Fetch, and Pixel Interpolation unit. The three-stage macroblock-level pipeline can deal with all MC related data processing. MV Predictor unit makes use of the uniform prediction algorithm to reduce the silicon cost and improves the hardware utilization rate through extending the error concealment function. Cache-based Fetch unit can reduce 25% of the memory bandwidth requirement in average. The 2-way associate scheme is adjusted to match the MC's features and alleviate the impact of the multiple reference pictures. The rule is obeyed strictly during the development that the cache design must guarantee not to affect the performance in the worst case. Pixel Interpolation unit adopts fully separate 1-D filter building blocks to build a block-level pipeline and reduce the redundant calculations between neighboring blocks. Our strategy is to avoid the over-design and meet the real-time requirement with minimum cost.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The MC algorithm applied by three standards is described in Section 2. Section 3 describes the details of the implemented architecture of the MC subsystem. Simulation results and hardware implementation will be shown in Section 4. Finally, we will draw a conclusion in Section 5.
II. MC ALGORITHM
The basic algorithm of MC decoding in the three standards is similar, but some features are improved in H.264 and AVS. In this section all functional blocks of the MC algorithm will be explained.
A. MV Prediction
The MVs of an inter-coded macroblock (MB) are generated through the vector difference (MVD) plus the predicted vector (MVP). In MPEG-2, the simple DPCM-like method is used for MV reconstruction. AVS employs a similar but more complex selector. The edge with the median length is selected from the vector triangle. Three scaled MVs make up of the triangle which is shown in right side of Fig. 1 . The predictors, MVA, MVB, and MVC, which are derived from the neighboring block A, B, and C, are scaled first based on the distance relationship of reference pictures. The scaling method is similar to the direct MV calculation. Then the spatial distances between two scaled MVs are calculated. The median value of three spatial distances can be obtained and be denoted with the red thicker line in Fig. 1 . Finally, the MVP is equal to the scaled value from the corresponding vertex. So the MVA is the result in In addition, the MV prediction also depends on the MB coding modes. Both H.264 and AVS support the rich combinations of MB types and sub-block modes. Except for the traditional forward, backward, and bi-direction modes, the dual-prime mode in MPEG-2, the symmetric mode of AVS, and new direct mode must be supported. Fortunately, we found that most of these modes have the same datapath, especially for the new modes common in AVS and H.264. Thus we can combine them into a single processing unit.
B. Reference Fetch
Reference pixels of one block must be fetched from the external memory based on the block size and prediction modes. Only 16×8 and 16×16 size can be supported in MPEG-2. AVS can handle additional 8×16 and 8×8 size. For H.264, the 8×8 sub-block can be further partitioned to 8×4, 4×8, and 4×4. Compared with the average operation in MPEG-2, H.264 and AVS need the longer tap filtering process. Table I gives the total reference pixels required for the filtering for the three standards in the worst case. The variable block-size with rich prediction modes makes memory bandwidth requirement much larger than before. So we should take some methods to reduce the memory access and save the energy consumption. It can be found easily that many neighboring MBs have the tendency of similar motion directions for a typical video sequence. Fig. 2 gives an example about the motion correlation which is captured from the Foreman video sequence (CIF, picture index 3). Green grid denotes the block partition and yellow arrows for the motion vectors.
Fig. 2. Motion correlation in foreman stream
Motion correlation for neighboring MBs can be observed in many areas and these MBs move in similar directions. If the current MB accesses a certain chunk of memory, its neighboring MB is likely to access that location near it. Therefore the reference pixels reuse in the MB-level is worth considering. Because MC features such as multiple reference pictures impact the cache performance, some new methods are introduced into our design as described in the subsection 3.B.
C. Pixel Interpolation
The precision of reference pixels is improved from half to quarter for the luminance component in H.264 and AVS. AVS adopts 4-tap filter to generate the half pixels, while 6-tap filter is used for H.264. For quarter pixel predictions, H.264 uses a simpler bilinear method. For AVS more complex operations are employed to calculate the quarter pixels. The quarter pixels are divided to three types in AVS. For horizontal or vertical quarter pixels including 'acdn', an additional 4-tap filter is applied. For diagonal quarter pixels such as 'egpr', the simple bilinear method is used. The residual positions for 'ikfq' need the most complicated calculation. AVS standard specifies that the 'j' value at the center position must be obtained first which results in the strong data dependency and increases the number of calculation steps. But we found that there exists a standardcompliant algorithm which can solve this problem. Because only the temporary results before the clip operation are involved, it is feasible to use the values of the half positions directly instead of the center position. Thus a new 5-tap filter is deduced to fulfill the calculation task.
Because the hardware is not good at implementing irregular algorithm, the older works in literatures all adopt the fixed-size structure for fractional interpolation. But this method will result in many redundant calculations. Fig. 4 gives an example to illustrate the behavior.
Fig. 4. Redundant calculation for interpolation
There is a 4×8 sub-block with the center pixel j interpolation in Fig. 4 . The sub-block must be split into 2 4×4 blocks due to the fixed 4×4 interpolation window. Firstly, 36 half pixels (9 row × 4 column) are generated in Blk-I. Then 16 center pixels are calculated respectively. Next to Blk-II, another 36 half pixels are calculated. It is observed that the neighboring 20 half pixels are used twice which are denoted with gray background in Fig. 4 . The similar redundant operations can be found in other block size and prediction modes. To solve this problem, all required half pixels are generated at one time according to the exact block size as shown in the right side of Fig. 4 . We proposed a new separable 1D structure to perform variable block size interpolation directly which is described in the subsection 3.C.
III. IMPLEMENTED ARCHITECTURE
From the algorithm analysis above, it is observed that the MV Predictor, the Cache-based Fetch and the Pixel Interpolation are separable because there is no feedback loop among them. Therefore, a task-level interleaving scheme, i.e. MB pipelining, is incorporated into our design to accelerate the processing speed. So a three-stage MB pipelining is proposed as shown in Fig. 5 .
Fig. 5. MC top level block diagram
MV Predictor unit reads the control information from the control MCU and the MVD data from the VLD (VariableLength Decoder). The final MVs are calculated and sent to the Fetch unit. The Reference Pixel Fetch unit uses this motion information to generate the memory addresses. The Cache unit receives these memory requests and checks its tag buffer to tell whether it matches these addresses. If cache miss occurs, the real memory requests will be sent out to the External Memory to obtain the missed data. The cache maintains a small mirror of integer reference pixels which are recently used. Thus the Cache unit and the External Memory make up a two-level memory hierarchy which can reduce the average memory bandwidth. At the last stage, the Pixel Interpolation unit gets its required original pixels from the Cache unit and calculates the values of the fractional pixels.
There are two memory interfaces: one for the reference motion information used by the direct mode in inter-picture; the other for the integer pixel samples. In the architecture, 64-bit SDRAM is adopted during the design process.
A. MV Predictor Unit
MV Predictor unit is the first stage for the whole MC subsystem that generates all motion data including MVs and reference picture indices. Fig. 6 shows the implemented architecture of the MV Predictor. The solid lines indicate the data flow, and the dash lines with arrows for control messages. For the H.264 and AVS standards, the Spatial and Temporal Prediction units perform the spatial and temporal MV predictive operations respectively. Output Controller manages the final motion data to output to the downstream module and updates the Line Buffer whose data is used in the spatial prediction. A special MV FIFO is designed to store the motion data from or to the external memory. In P-picture decoding, the MV FIFO works as a cache. Motion data are written into the MV FIFO one MB by MB. When the MV FIFO is half full, a burst-write request will be sent out and these data will be written to the External Memory successively. In B-picture decoding, the MV FIFO pre-fetches the motion data from the SDRAM. The MV FIFO can avoid fragmented memory accessing request and improve the memory bandwidth utilization.
For the MPEG-2, the MVs are generated in the MV Calculation unit according to the motion type and the MB type. The Line Buffer is not used for MPEG-2 decoding, but we use this buffer with a few hardware cost to provide a simple error concealment scheme. The final motion data for each MB will be stored into the Line Buffer. The firmware can read back all motion data in the Line Buffer through the Register Interface when the error occurs. Then the firmware can use some error concealment algorithms to select or re-calculate the MVs and send them back to the Command FIFO. These special MVs will directly be output as the final MVs to the downstream stage. The additional function improves the silicon efficiency. The error concealment scheme can work for the other two standards too.
B. Cache-based Fetch Unit
Cache-based Fetch unit is the middle stage of the MC pipeline. It receives the MVs and control signals from the MV Predictor, and generates and sends the address to memory controller for fetching the reference pixels. The cache-based architecture is designed and illustrated in Fig. 7 , which consists of the Main Controller, Data Requesting, Cache
Controller, and some necessary data buffers. Controller doesn't find the required address in its tag buffer, the real memory request will be sent out. Otherwise, all data needed have been ready in Cache RAM and the redundant memory access can be avoided. In order to increase the cache hit-rate, we take some methods to optimize our cache design.
The memory request for MC is the two dimensional block access and tile-based mapping scheme [9] can minimize the number of row-activations in SDRAM chips. It is reasonable that the cache is organized using the same 2D-mapping method as the reference pictures in the SDRAM. The size of cache block is equal to the bit-width of internal data bus, that is, 8 bytes. Multiple reference pictures prediction affects the cache hit-rate also. These MBs tends to have the overlapping MVs, but their reference indexes are different. The cache blocks will be replaced frequently if the simple direct mapped method is used which decreases the cache performance. So n-way setassociative method is adopted to alleviate the impact of multiple reference pictures. Fig. 8 gives an example for cache organization. A 2-KB cache is 2-way set-associative and arranged to a 2×2 virtual macroblock array. A virtual MB consists of 16×2 entries. Each address is mapped to 2 cache blocks.
Fig. 8. An example for cache organization
The logic address is split into two portions: cache index and offset. Cache offset gives the cache block address and index stores the rest part of logic address. Cache Controller checks the cache index, tag valid bit, and reference picture index to determine whether the required block is present or not. Fig. 9 shows how the logic address is divided and the components of cache content are represented. For the cache replacement scheme, round robin selection is employed to replace the block that was referenced the earliest. Round robin is easier to implement since an entry is updated only on a miss rather than on every hit. Replacing a block means updating the cache index, reference index and valid bit, and moving the round robin token bit. In order to obtain the cache performance in different schemes, we developed a C-code model of the MC decoding to derive the statistics which is based on the AVS reference model rm52j-r1 [10] and H.264 reference software JM9.8 [11] . Due to the limited space of this paper, only the result for bandwidth saving rate in AVS is given in Table II . Twelve streams are checked using 7 kinds of cache schemes. Cache size is set to 1KB, 2KB, and 4KB. N-way denotes the cache is N-way set associate. 12 test bitstreams are generated using rm52j-r1, which come from 4 video sequences. They are coded using QP 30, 35, and 40. The coding structures are IPBB and two B pictures are inserted. 720p sequences are frame coding with maximum 2 reference frames and others for field coding with maximum 4 reference fields.
From Table II , it can be seen that the saving decreases in average by 7% for progressive sequences and by 22% for interlaced ones compared with the infinite-sized cache (the most saving). Field coding must support more reference pictures. Too many blocks with different reference picture indexes are mapped to the same set. Increasing the level of set associative can reduce the conflict, but high-level set associative is expensive in hardware. Cache size is another important issue when making the tradeoff between performance and cost. The huge cache should be avoided to save the on-chip memory size. Based on the statistic data in Table II , we select the 2KB cache with 2-way set associative as our final cache scheme. The scheme with feasible cache size only need to check two cache items in parallel, which is easy for hardware design. In addition, its performance is close to the best one.
For H.264, the similar results for saving can be observed. But the saving decreases about 10% more in average because more reference pictures and smaller block sizes in H.264 drop down the cache performance.
C. Pixel Interpolation Unit
Pixel Interpolation unit takes up the major computational task of fractional sample interpolation. The interpolated results are the final output data of the MC process. The architecture is given in Fig. 9 and its main components include the Interpolation (Int for short) Controller, Data Feeder, Filter Engine, Output Controller, and some data buffers.
Fig. 10. Fractional interpolation block diagram
The Int Controller reads the integer pixels from the Cache RAM and stores them to the input Data RAM. The MB-level motion information is written the Command RAM and then is parsed to instruct the flow of whole interpolation process. In addition, there are two Data Feeders and two Filter Engines (Eng for short). The reason has been given in subsection 2.C and the scheme with two filtering stages is adopted to avoid the repeated calculations. A Middle (Mid for short) RAM is necessary to buffer the middle results from the first stage. Besides, the Int Controller can perform easily the operation for row-column transposing through the Mid RAM. In order to support the bi-directional prediction, an additional Forward Data RAM is inserted to record the results of forward prediction. After the calculation of backward prediction, the forward results are read out. Then the average values of forward and backward data can be calculated. In one word, a novel block-level pipeline is built for pixel interpolation in our design. The special block-level pipeline is explained further in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11 . An example for block-level pipeline Fig. 11 shows an example where the block partition is 8×16. The mode of left block is forward prediction and bi-directional prediction for right block. The integer pixels for two blocks are loaded into the input Data RAM firstly. "Y_FwBlk0_S0" denotes the first stage calculation for luma component of forward prediction in block 0. Because the block size of chroma is quarter of luma's, the calculation time is different. The operations of all chroma components are congregated to reduce the pipeline gaps.
From the analysis above, we can deduce the performance requirement for the pipeline which will instruct us to design the suitable filter circuit. CyclePerLumaBlk is the cycle per luma block and CyclePerChromaBlk for chroma block. Because the amount of chroma components is half of luma, we assumed that the required cycle of chroma is also half of luma. TotMVPerMB is the total number of MV per MB and CyclePerMB is equal to the allowed cycles per MB which is specified by the HDTV real-time decoding. The following equations give the calculation procedure for H.264 and AVS. Suppose that the working frequency is 148.5 MHz and CyclePerMB is about 610 cycles. Thus we can obtain the maximum cycles in our architecture to meet the requirement of HDTV real-time decoding. For H.264 in the worst case, the interpolation of one 4×4 block must finish in 25 cycles. For AVS, the value of one 8×8 block is 47. Therefore it is enough to adopt a 1D filter which can generate 4 filtered results each cycle even considering the pipeline filling cycles. The 1-D systolic scheme is shown in Fig. 12. 4 6-tap filters make up a filter group which can generate 4 filtered results at the same time. In the Filter Eng0 each cycle 4 pixels are sent into the filter group and 4 temporary results are obtained. These results of the first stage are stored to 4 banks of the Mid Data RAM. The Filter Eng1 adopts the similar structures with different filter parameter setting. If necessary, the transposing operation can be performed through special RAM accessing during this procedure. The final average calculation logic is inserted to the end of Filter Eng1. For the chroma block, the architecture can be reused. The 1/8 precision filtering is divided to horizontal and vertical calculations too. Besides, the Cb and Cr components can be combined as one chroma block and be calculated simultaneously.
Fig. 12. FIR group for interpolation
Optimizing the filter circuit is another important issue to reduce the critical path and improve the system throughput. The proposed design uses only two filter engines to support all Table III gives all parameter combinations for all cases including luma and chroma components. 4 cases are involved for Filter Eng0 and 5 cases for Filter Eng1. Though these cases make the filter logic more complex, the related calculations can still be performed through the simple shifting and adding operations. Table III also provides the related information about how to combine these calculations to a filter engine. The logic design is intricate but not hard to implementation.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
We have described the design mentioned above in Verilog HDL at RTL level. In order to verify fully our hardware design, we developed a C-code model of MC subsystem based on AVS verification model rm52j-r1 [10] , H.264 reference software JM9.8 [11] , and MPEG-2 reference model v1.2a [12] . The C-model can run in batch mode and generate simulation vectors. By testing with 32 HD (including 720p and 1080i) bitstreams coded by the three standards, Synopsys VCS simulation results show that our Verilog code is functionally identical with the MC functional model.
The validated Verilog code is synthesized using 0.18-μm CMOS cells library by the Synopsys Design Compiler. The circuit totally costs about 56K logic gates exclusive the SRAM when the working frequency is set to 148.5MHz. The implemented architecture costs at most 600 cycles to perform the MC operations for each MB, which is sufficient to realize the real-time MC process for HDTV bitstreams. The gate count of each functional block is listed in Table IV . The total area for all SRAMs is about 0.8 mm 2 . The comparison between this work and previous MC architectures is presented in Table V . The 6-tap filter in this work is more complex than others due to the need to support three standards which results in more silicon costs. Furthermore, the proposed design can guarantee the real-time decoding even in the worst case.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an efficient VLSI architecture for MC of MPEG-2, H.264, and AVS. Firstly we analyze the algorithms of MC to obtain the proper parallelism information based on the new features. The similar decoding flow for the three standards is exploited to build a uniform platform. The redundant memory accesses and repeated calculations for fractional pixels are observed and studied. Secondly, a MB-level pipeline is proposed. The main idea is to use the three-stage operations to simplify the hardware design and the pipelined structure to improve the processing performance. The proposed VLSI architecture for MC contains a three-stage pipeline which consists of MV Predictor, Cache-based Fetch, and Pixel Interpolation unit. MV Predictor unit can deal with all mode combinations including spatial and temporal prediction. The similar predictive algorithms of different standards are merged to a shared module and the common calculation parts are extracted out. Besides, a basic error concealment scheme can be supported through reusing the Line Buffer. Cache-based Fetch unit can effectively reduce the memory bandwidth. The proposed cache is designed carefully to support the multiple reference pictures predictions. Pixel Interpolation unit adopts the flexible data feeder unit to support variable block partition. The fully separate 1-D filter design can reduce redundant calculations and provide the suitable processing speed. Both two features can save the power consumption.
Finally, we give our simulation results and synthesis reports. Our design is verified with the standard video test sequences for the three standards. The architecture was synthesized using 0.18-μm CMOS cell library. The synthesized results show that our design can support the real-time MC decoding of HDTV 1080i videos. The proposed design can easily embedded into a multimedia CODEC SoC. 
